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Hi Joan,

2.6.4 will slow down the process to complete noise studies and will increase costs for the
proponents. 

We suggest AUC to remove this item from the regulation and specify that ambient noise
level measurements should be a minimum of 3 nights continuous monitoring.

Thanks,

Michel

Michel Freitas, PE, INCE, PMP, MBA

Managing Principal

C: 403.861.6222
Calgary:  403.388.5443
Houston: 281.616.6896

www.motiveacoustics.com
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---- On Tue, 12 Sep 2023 16:46:59 -0600 Joan.Yu@auc.ab.ca wrote ----

Hello,

 

The Commission has decided to conduct a consultation process specifically with
stakeholders who commented on ambient sound level and A2 adjustments during
the current Rule 012 revision project.
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After considering comments you submitted on ambient sound level and A2
adjustments during the written consultation process and during the technical
meeting, the Commission proposes to revise Section 2.6 of Rule 012. A blackline
version of the revised Section 2.6 is attached in this email.   

 

If you have comments on the proposed changes to Section 2.6, please email them
to Joan Yu at joan.yu@auc.ab.ca by September 26, 2023. The Commission
requests your comments/edits be focused exclusively on the proposed changes to
Section 2.6.

 

Thank you and best regards.

Joan

Joan Yu, P.Eng.
Science Analyst - Specialist
Phone: 403-592-4380
auc.ab.ca
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